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Over Dale

Despite
its quiet
prevalence
in films,
literature
and art,
England’s
YORKSHIRE
DALES
has managed
to remain
a blissful
mystery
to most
travelers.

By
Hillary
Richard
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I’ve been walking for miles through the quiet moors
outside of Haworth, England, encountering flocks of
sheep with their ewes and enjoying the sounds of birds
echoing songs back and forth to one another. Eventually, I come to a wooden signpost with the words Brontë
Waterfall carved into it, and it gestures vaguely down a
hill. I’ve never seen any of this in person, yet it all looks
very familiar.
I follow what may or may not be a path and eventually
stumble upon the waterfall, which is what I have been
looking for all along. It was here, in this very spot during
the 1800s, that the Brontë sisters sat and dreamed up
the characters in their famous novels. Emily Brontë in
particular loved these moors, spending as much time as
possible outdoors. Farther afield, I can see the remains of
Top Withens, the 16th-century farmhouse that is believed
to have been the inspiration for the home in Wuthering
Heights. As I take in my surroundings, it’s easy to imagine the characters from Wuthering Heights or Jane Eyre
wandering this land, brooding introspectively and contemplating the future.
Throughout history, a number of writers and artists
have referred to this area of northern England as their
muse. Little has changed over the years, so thankfully
it’s still possible to see the landscape exactly as they did.
A nice summer day here seems endless, with an average
of 16 hours of sunlight. I watch as the sun casts a prism
of dramatic colors around me and the wind rustles wild
foxgloves taller than any I’ve ever seen. Their purple and
lavender bells give off an otherworldly feel that reminds
me of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland, which is appropriate, given that he spent part of his youth in Yorkshire.
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I
OPPOSITE PAGE,
CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP: The priory ruins
at Bolton Abbey;
Skipton Castle, built
by the Normans in
1090; the quaint,
cobblestoned streets
of Haworth, England

’m on a road trip from london to the yorkshire
Dales in search of England’s great outdoors. While
London is impressive and elegant, it is no more
representative of England as a country than New York
is of the United States. The small towns in the Yorkshire
Dales stand in stark contrast to London (which is roughly
200 miles away) and even Manchester (only 50 miles
away). The northern cities closest to the Dales, like Leeds,
Manchester and Liverpool, are traditionally gritty, with
an industrial history and the tough-as-nails reputations
to go with it. The hamlets in the Dales, however, are a
complete removal from all of that. The sky is bigger and
brighter here. The people are friendlier, the pace is slower,
and more of life is spent outdoors. Flocks of sheep still
roam at will. Bakers sell homemade treats in the town
markets. Dogs are allowed in pubs that have signs outside
saying things like, “Muddy boots and paws are always
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It’s a strange sensation to
feel as though you’ve been
somewhere before when
you’re certain you haven’t.
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Yorkshire
Dales

LONDON

UNITED
KINGDOM

THIS PAGE, TOP TO BOTTOM: The ruins of Top Withens,
a farmhouse that is said to have been the inspiration for
Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights; Wensleydale Creamery,
the only maker of real Yorkshire Wensleydale cheese; the
Brontë Parsonage Museum
OPPOSITE PAGE, TOP TO BOTTOM: The Brontë
Waterfall near Haworth, England; The King’s Arms in Askrigg,
which doubled as The Drovers on the British TV show All
Creatures Great and Small
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welcome here.” Wildflowers grow anywhere, seemingly
at will, and in the early-summer months, the meadows
are full of thyme and other wild herbs. Stone walls roll
throughout the land, in accordance with the shape of the
hills they were built on so long ago.
In spite of all of this, though, the Yorkshire Dales
remain inexplicably off the main tourist track. It is a
favorite area for English walkers and birding enthusiasts,
but even in high season, the mobs of tourists haven’t truly
found their way here. While Yorkshire itself is the largest
county in the United Kingdom, the Yorkshire Dales are
widely considered to be one of the last unspoiled and
truly quiet areas of England.
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eaving the waterfall behind, i make my way
back to the car and continue on to the village of
Haworth, navigating moors, farms and woodland
tunnels before arriving at the churchyard where Emily
and Charlotte Brontë are buried. The Brontë family
lived in this charming village for decades. Every building
seems to have a connection to its most famous residents.
Their former home is now the Brontë Parsonage Museum.
The post office across the street, where the Brontë sisters
sent their manuscripts to their London publishers, is now
a gift shop. And the former home of the Brontë family’s
physician is now the Ashmount Country House.
Even without its literary connections, Haworth’s
charm is undeniable, making it the perfect little gateway town to the Yorkshire Dales. The village is built on
a sharp hill along the eastern slope of the Pennines, a
mountain range that cuts through the Yorkshire Dales.
The steep cobblestone streets of Haworth are dotted
with old-fashioned establishments built at odd angles
to accommodate the landscape. There is the sweetshop,
an apothecary, several restaurants and a slew of quaint
little stores. The town clears out at closing time, when a
rush of people dart back to their stone row houses with
beautiful outdoor gardens, out to the pub with their
dogs or back to one of the many historic manor homes
that now serve as hotels. It is an unusual sort of place,
where traffic stops completely because nothing is open
too late and hotel guests can help themselves to a drink
after hours — on the honor system.

T

he next morning, as i head into the dales,
quaint stone towns give way to rolling hills and
trees. The dramatic ruins of Bolton Abbey, a
12th-century Augustinian priory on the banks of the
River Wharfe, stand out starkly against the serene
green landscape. Next is Skipton Castle, an incredibly
well-preserved structure built by the Normans in 1090.
Herein lies the real allure of the Yorkshire Dales: Very
little has changed over time. Most of the idyllic hamlets
and beautiful villages that dot the landscape are more
than 1,000 years old, yet somehow they have managed to
retain their conventional, intimate atmospheres as well
as their sense of community.
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TRAVEL

Long ago, residents of this area used the natural
abundance of limestone to build stone barns, resulting
in unique structures that have stood the test of time in
valleys like Swaledale and Wensleydale. The centuries of
livestock farming create a bucolic landscape in
between the dramatic, rocky peaks of the barns.
And the verdant fields outlined with twisting
stone walls and etched with narrow, welltrodden paths made generations ago link the
Dales together, both visually and figuratively.
Thus far today, the towns I’ve driven
through have been quiet as a mouse, but as I
pull into Hawes at midday on a weekday, the
streets are heaving with people and colorful
buntings are stretched across the road, connecting the pointed rooftops of shops and pubs.
It only takes a moment to learn that it’s Market
Day — as it is every Tuesday in this little village. Vendors come and sell their homemade
or homegrown wares, which include everything from
flowers to vegetables to crafts. And all the people who
live in the neighboring villages come here to shop and
socialize as they amble around the market.
Hawes is also known as the “cheesiest town in
England,” because the Wensleydale Creamery is here.
Wensleydale cheese has been made in this valley for
centuries, since French Cistercian monks from the Burgundy region first settled in Yorkshire in the 12th century.
Just last year, in fact, the European Union granted the
crumbly white cheese a protected status, ensuring that
no cheese producer outside of this Yorkshire area could
brand its cheese Wensleydale.
Because Hawes is in the center of the Yorkshire Dales,
it’s common to see cyclists or hikers along the roads.
Outdoor enthusiasts of all sorts rave about the Yorkshire
Dales — particularly hill walkers (as hikers are called in
England) — because the landscape is unique and diverse,
and you’re never too far from a village pub. The Yorkshire
Dales National Park, which covers 680 square miles, was
established in 1954 in order to protect the Dales’ natural
resources. Today, it is home to a variety of wildlife and a
gorgeous array of wildflowers. Glaciers shaped this terrain long ago, creating valleys in between broad uplands.
Over time, the rivers that flowed in between the peaks
wore down the land to cut deep valleys (or, dales). It would
take months to fully explore this terrain and all of its
hidden gems. A network of paths and trails intertwines
caves, gorges, scars, waterfalls, rivers, pastures and country roads. If the weather holds up, you will see some of
England’s most spectacular scenery. If it doesn’t, all it
takes is the smallest amount of imagination to appreciate — preferably from the confines of a cozy pub with a
roaring fire — the dramatic environment as the fog rolls
in and the dales darken.
This is the England that has seeped into our collective unconscious from years of accidental exposure.
The Yorkshire Dales has served as the background for

“Muddy
boots
and
paws
are
always
welcome
here.”
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countless movies (Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, Wuthering Heights, Monty Python’s The Meaning of
Life, Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves) and television shows
(Downton Abbey, Emmerdale) that require the quintessential countryside full of rolling hills and stone cottages.
This is a dramatic and moody area of the world that has
provided the perfect setting for all kinds of emotionally
charged scenery. On sunny days, it is a quaint and peaceful landscape full of indescribable charm. In the rain, it
becomes dark, slippery and dire. After all, “wuthering”
is a Yorkshire term for a particular kind of wild, blustery
wind known to plague these valleys.

B

efore returning to london, i make one
final stop in the stone village of Askrigg. As I
walk the curvy streets admiring the historic
buildings, I’m haunted once again by the feeling that
I’ve seen this all before. Then it dawns on me: I have seen
these buildings — not in person but on film. Askrigg was
the setting for the television show All Creatures Great and
Small, the British series based on the popular semiautobiographical books by James Herriot, a country vet. The
show — about a young veterinarian in a small town who
drives around the countryside doing house calls — has
such a beloved place in Yorkshire history that this area
is often referred to as “Herriot
Country.” Little has changed in
Askrigg since the show filmed
If You Go
decades ago. I recognize a few
Yorkshire Dales National Park
of the 18th- and 19th-century
www.yorkshiredales.org.uk
village houses that served as
Yorkshire Dales
Skelldale House and other resiwww.yorkshire.com/places/
dences on the show, and then I
yorkshire-dales
spot The King’s Arms, which
Haworth
doubled as The Drovers and is
www.haworth-village.org.uk
now one of two pubs in the vilBrontë Parsonage Museum
lage (The Crown Inn being the
www.bronte.org.uk
other). The small village, home
to roughly 500 people, also has
Ashmount Country House
www.ashmounthaworth.co.uk
one particularly delicious bakery that serves triple-duty as a
Bolton Abbey
deli, a tearoom and a post office.
www.boltonabbey.com
I
step inside and order a homeSkipton
made
sticky Yorkshire ginger
www.welcometoskipton.com
cake to-go, deciding that visiting
Skipton Castle
one more village can’t hurt. I find
www.skiptoncastle.co.uk
myself driving to the nearby vilWensleydale Creamery
lage of Aysgarth, where I visit the
www.wensleydale.co.uk
famous tiered Aysgarth Falls. As
The Old Dairy Farm hotel
I unwrap my ginger cake, I can’t
www.olddairyfarm.co.uk
help but conclude that there reAskrigg Village Kitchen
ally is no such thing as a wrong
www.askriggvillagekitchen.co.uk
turn in these parts.
The King’s Arms

www.kingsarms-askrigg.co.uk

Aysgarth Falls Hotel

www.aysgarthfallshotel.com

HILLARY RICHARD is a travel writer
based in New York City. She has mastered
the art of international travel and truly
enjoys venturing off the beaten path.
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